Swimming Team:
Farewell Until
Next Year
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Pittsburgh Brashear High School Newspaper
Stampeding Their Way To City
League Championships

Pictured above, l to r, PPS
Superintendent Dr. Anthony Hamlet &
our own, Mr. Kevin Alton
By Anthony Thurmood
Congratulations to Mr. Kevin
Alford, as he was recognized by the
New Pittsburgh Courier with their
Men of Excellence Award for his
tireless efforts in the advancement of
the Pittsburgh Public Schools and their
students!
I had a chance to speak with Mr.
Alton (a.k.a. "K.K.") and his feelings
about receiving this recognition last
month, and he had this to say. "To be
honest with you, I was really surprised
by this award. You know, I just do
what I do, and to know that people
recognize that I am making a
difference, that is very special to me. I
enjoy working with kids. The most
rewarding part of my job is seeing kids
early on when they are involved in a
lot of petty stuff, and then seeing them
grow and mature, and seeing them
years later being successful in life, and
making it happen."
Thank you, K.K., for all you do,
on the daily...

By: Courtney Bruno & Nora Hajelsawi
Our Brashear Bulls made it to the City
Championships! Congrats to our boys basketball
team, as '08 was their last appearance in the Final,
and they haven't won The Title since 1995.
Even though Allderdice kept the lead and won, we
are extremely proud of our Bulls as a school.
Congrats on using such amazing skills and fantastic
teamwork and bringing it to the court! The overall
season was great and we hope this lays down a
foundation for future success! The boys were cunning
about their techniques. Good luck next year, boys!
Head coach Carey White exclaimed, "Every year
we begin with the same goals. Win a City League
Championship and Win a State Championship!! This
year was the closest we came to accomplishing our
goals in a long time. After beating Carrick in the
semifinals and seeing our team celebrate in the locker
room, it was nice to see the hard work pay off. In the
championship game down at The PETE, Allderdice
was Bigger, Stronger, and More skilled!!! We were a
little outmatched. Our underclassman seen what it
takes to be a champion and I hope they put the time
in the off-season to be champions next year!!! To all
the seniors, good luck in your future endeavors, and
don’t let anyone stop you from being successful!!"

Work hard. Get Smart.
Lets get better,
at getting better.
GO BULLS!!!
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The Shoes
A poem, by Nora Hajelsawi
As teens, we forget to take a breather
I appreciate my mom for being my therapist
Learned that I should laugh when I feel like
crying
Yesterday, she told me to: “Put yourself in
someone else's shoes and let them wear
yours for once”
But why? For broken spirits would surround
them like clothes in a closet
Happy is enjoying the sun's friendly rays on
your skin
Happy is having someone compliment you
Disappointment is expecting an A on an
essay you worked hard on, just to get a D
Frustration is having someone step on your
clean, white Vans
Bitterness is secretly knowing someone has
ill intentions towards you
Sad is crying yourself to sleep at night
because you long to be at Laguna Beach
Feeling the sand trickle into your toes and
watching the sky blue waves crash
As there's orange streaks colliding with the
pink clouds in the background
Sometimes, incomplete bad thoughts swirl
in your head, like a tornado
The anxiety before you take a test
The fright you sense when the doctor comes
back with your diagnosis
The chills you feel through your body when
your boyfriend glares at you, because they
know you lied about where you were last
night
And that motivation to move out that
suddenly increases as your parents yell at
you to clean your room
I'm kind & it's because you could be at your
worstBut I'll gladly volunteer to be that voice
inside your head that calms you & lets you
know that I care about you
However, my shoes remain empty
Place your feet inside, for a rollercoaster
ride ;)
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Congratulations to Our FEBRUARY Students of the Month!

12
th

11
th

Maryam Zangana

Jerry Metting

1. Fav thing about school? The
rules.
2. Fav teacher: Ms. Meade/ Ms.
Verdi
3. Fav subject: Math
4. Future plans: I want to reach
my goal academically/ establish
my own company.
5. Extracurricular Activities:
Playing sports and study
6. Hobbies/Pastimes: Spending
time by traveling
7. Fav artist: Shwan Attoof
8. Fav song: Girl in the Mirror
9. Fav movie: Bekas
10. One person I look up to, and
why: My uncle, because he
always supported me.
11.
Advice for your fellow
classmates: Work hard and try to
enjoy high school while it lasts.

1. Fav thing about school: The
opportunities and Arts and skillful
classes it offers.
2. Favorite teacher: Mrs. Panasko
3. Favorite subject: Auto Body &
Physics
4. Future plans: to go to CCAC and
get an Associates degree in HVAC
5.
Hobbies/Pastimes:
Making/
studying
art,
using/studying
electronics, playing video games.
6. Fav Song: Every Morning by
Sugar- Ray
7. Fav Book: The Lord of the Rings
by J.R Tolkien
8. Fav movie: The Good Max Series
9. Advice for fellow classmates:
Always do classwork, because you
never know when you'll be out of
school, so you have to keep up.

Evelin Guzman

Abudalla Muthana

1. Fav subject: History
2. Future plans: Attend college
and
work
with
wildlife/environment.
3. Activities: Swim Team
4.
Hobbies/Pastimes:
Hiking,
swimming,
photography
&
traveling
5. Fav Book: The Outsides
6. Fav song: 17-5 by Jeremias
7. Fav artist: Canserbero
8. One person you look up to and
why: My mom because she always
smiles even though the world is
falling.
9. Advice
for
your
fellow
classmates? Live your life, minute
by minute.

1. Fav thing about school: The
respect and the amazing teachers
2. Fav teacher: Mrs. Meade
3. Fav Subject: English 4
4. Future plans: Go to CCAC for
Computer Aided Drafting
5. Activities: Soccerball
6. Hobbies/ favorite pastimes:
Playing soccerball
7. Fav song: Don't Let Me Down by
Daya
8. One person I look up to, and why?
My best friend, his name is "Kasem",
because he always supports
me/gives me a hand.
9. One thing you want people to know
about you? I have never thought I
would get to this point, but I worked
hard to get to this position.
10. Advice for your classmates: Be
respectful, because you're going to
build and create a new future and
generation.

10
th

9th

Wilondja Wilondja

Lillian Hollabaugh

Jermaine Williams

1. Favorite thing about school?
Seeing my friends.
2. Fav teacher: Mrs. Diffenderfer &
Ms. Yochum
3. Fav subject: Math
4. Future plans: I want to be a
teacher & learn a higher education.
5. Hobbies/Pastimes: Playing
computer games and working out
6. Fav artist: Bale
7. Fav book: Math textbooks
8.You want people to know about
you? I excel at math.
9. Advice for your classmates: Be
grateful for everything you have
and school as well.

1. Fav thing about school: I just
love meeting new people and
being in an energetic setting.
2. Fav teacher: Mr.Baker
3. Fav subject: Sociology
4. Future plans: I plan to go to
Tom Savini's Special Effects
Makeup school for FX Makeup
then pursue Nursing School as
well.
5. Hobbies/Pastimes: My second
home is the beach. I workout/ love
traveling
6. Fav movie: Avengers Infinity
War
7. One person I look up to and
why: My strong and inspiring
mom, she runs her own business.
8. Advice for fellow classmates:
Your attitude determines your
direction!

1. Fav thing about school: I don't
know, I just come to learn
2. Fav teacher: Ms. Daley
3. Future plans: To be drafted in the
2025 NFL draft
4. Hobbies/Pastimes: Basketball &
other sports
5. Fav Artist: XXXTentacion
6. One person I look up to and why:
My mom, because she has been
raising me since I was little baby
without a father figure.
7. Advice for fellow students: Keep
your head up & keep thriving for
whatever your dreams are.

Sarah Voelker
1. Fav thing about school: New
opportunities
2. Fav teacher: Ms. Watkins, Ms.
Daley & Mr. Mallow.
3. Fav subject: AP Government
4. Future plans: I want to be a lawyer
in the Criminal Justice System &
attend Spellman.
5. Extracurriculars: Softball
6. Hobbies/Pastimes: Shopping &
softball
7. Fav movie: Juice
8. Fav artist:Ynw Melly
9. Fav book: The Hate You Give
10. One person I look up to and why: I
look up to myself, because I use my
mistakes as a motivation to change
going forward.
11. Advice for your fellow
classmates: Motivate yourself to do
better.
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What is It, to Be a
Light in a Dark Tunnel?
By: Nora Hajelsawi
First things first, this article is dedicated to
everyone, no matter your skin color, race or
nationality; This is an official "PSA" to think
long and hard about all of the Black/AfricanAmerican leaders that have shaped the way we
By: Jada Smith
live our lives today. Everybody yearns for
freedom after enduring a long and difficult
Valentine's day is the day of love.
struggle. And, thanks to many AfricanThis day is always February 14, and it's
American benefactors, we wouldn’t be here
also called Saint Valentine's Day, or the
today without them.
Feast of Saint Valentine. According to
If you were a slave, trying to escape the
legend, “St Valentine defied the
cruelty of your masters because you couldn’t
(Roman) emperor’s orders and secretly
stand one more night of the disrespect, Harriet
married couples to spare the husbands
Tubman was your light. Harriet Tubman, who
was also referred to as Moses to her people,
from war. It is for this reason that his
led African-Americans out of slavery. I believe
feast day is associated with love.”
what compelled her to do that, was the sorrow
This day is for people to celebrate
and misery she saw when she looked through
love and affection. Valentine’s Day is
the slaves’ eyes.
celebrated in a wide range of countries
"When there was chaos on Earth, you
around the world, including United
should lose yourself in the stars," or at least
States, Canada, many European
that’s what Benjamin Banneker thought. In
countries and even parts of Asia. It is a
case you didn’t know, Benjamin Banneker,
holiday where you show love towards
who was born on November 9, 1731, in
Ellicott's Mills, Maryland, luckily was a free
anyone, or more importantly, to your
man, leading him to spend most of his life
partner.
teaching himself in space, science, and
It is a romantic holiday, where
arithmetic. Banneker felt it was his sovereign
people usually go out to eat, give
duty to study the unfamiliar astronomical
flowers, candy, teddy bears, and many
bodies that lied in space. He was later called
more cute romantic things. This holiday
upon to aid the reviewing of an area for the
is a multi-billion dollar business. Did
development of the country's capital (he
you know, for every person in
actually helped to design the layout of the
streets in Washington, D.C.).
American, on average, $120 is spent!
Benjamin Banneker and Harriet Tubman
One of my classmates Pamela, spent her
are
two
of my favorite inspirations, because
Valentine’s Day with her boyfriend and
even when skin color was an obstacle, they
they even went to a Penguin’s game,
persevered through all the rough roads they
how exciting!
had to endure, in spite of laws back
To me, Valentine's Day is so
then.
beautiful, but that day shouldn't be the
When you struggle for freedom so long,
only day you show love towards your
every moment becomes your motivation for a
partner, you should show love
better life. Believe that you can do anything,
no matter how scary the obstacle is, you have
everyday. I hope it was a great day for
to believe that you will find a way to get
you!
around it; because you'll feel the sun's friendly
rays on your face as it embraces you with joy
and accomplishment that awaits
Journalism - The Bull Pen Staff
you at the end of the tunnel.
Hayley Andraca
Mondayja Smith
Courtney Bruno
Joe Macioszek
Chelsea Perello
Destanie Dillard
Jada Smith
Pamela Tomassi
Joe Mwete
Emily Urbano
Xavier Kraner
Daja Wilson
Pictured above, Harriet Tubman &
Anthony Thurmond
Nora Hajelsawi
Benjamin Banneker
Asani Porch
Advisor: Mr. Geller

Inspiring Quotes For Black History Month
1. “Never be limited by other people’s limited
imaginations.”
—Dr. Mae Jemison, first African-American female
astronaut
2. “I refuse to accept the view that mankind is so
tragically bound to the starless midnight of racism and
war that the bright daybreak of peace and brotherhood
can never become a reality…. I believe that unarmed
truth and unconditional love will have the final word.”
—Martin Luther King, Jr.
3. “The cost of liberty is less than the price of repression.”
—W.E.B. Du Bois
4. “In recognizing the humanity of our fellow beings, we
pay ourselves the highest tribute.”
—Thurgood Marshall, first African American U.S.
Supreme Court member
5. “Hate is too great a burden to bear. It injures the hater
more than it injures the hated.”
—Coretta Scott King
6. “Whatever we believe about ourselves and our ability
comes true for us.”
—Susan L. Taylor, journalist
7. “Defining myself, as opposed to being defined by
others, is one of the most difficult challenges I face.”
—Carol Moseley-Braun, politician and lawyer
8. “One day our descendants will think it incredible that
we paid so much attention to things like the amount of
melanin in our skin or the shape of our eyes or our
gender instead of the unique identities of each of us as
complex human beings.”
—Franklin Thomas, activist, philanthropist, and former
president of the Ford Foundation
9. “My humanity is bound up in yours, for we can only be
human together.”
—Desmond Tutu
10. “Hold fast to dreams, for if dreams die, life is a
broken winged bird that cannot fly.”
—Langston Hughes
11. “If there is no struggle, there is no progress.”
—Frederick Douglass
12. “The time is always right to do what is right.”
—Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
13. “Have a vision. Be demanding.”
—Colin Powell
14. “Freedom is never given; it is won.”
—A. Philip Randolph, civil rights activist
15. “Success is to be measured not so much by the
position that one has reached in life as by the obstacles
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The Wails of A Tiger
A Poem, by Nora Hajelsawi
I saw a tiger once
What a strange feeling I felt
I didn’t know how to approach it
Maybe because it has attacked me before
Tore my heart up with its big claws,
Destroyed my mental state with every roar
Abused me with just its chilling stare
Made me question if I wanted to encounter
nature again
This time, the tiger growled at me
And it roared with such power, such domination
I wanted to give in
But I was afraid of feeling hurt again
I was afraid of spending the lonely nights alone
andI mean- I was afraid of the flesh that would be
torn apart once its claws were so deep in me
The petrifying glare that would see into my soul
And it’s never good to keep a heart caged inI mean- a tiger caged in
For it can go crazy minute by minute and day by
day
It’s never good to give people a second chanceI mean, a tiger a second chance
Maybe this time, the tiger will pounce on me
Tear me apart to scraps like he once didMaybe there’s no tiger at all
Maybe the tiger’s a symbol for what’s really
frightening
Love

School Start Times

By Hayley Andraca
Do you ever wonder why school starts so
early? School start time is very important
for everyone in the world. Sometimes, some
schools start way too early. We all know
that teenagers love to stay up late, so they
end up going to bed around 11pm or 12pm.
This makes them not want to get up for
school even more.
"The American Academy of Pediatrics has
recommended that middle and high schools
start at 8:30 a.m. or later to give students the
opportunity to get the amount of sleep they
need…” Also, 42 states reported that at least
75% of public middle and high schools
started before 8:30 a.m. The percentage of
schools starting at 8:30 a.m. or later varied
greatly state. For example, no schools in
Hawaii, Mississippi, and Wyoming started
after 8:30 a.m. Most schools in North
Dakota (78%) and Alaska (76%) started
after 8:30 a.m.
I strongly believe that we really should
change school start times, what's your take
on it?
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New Counselor: Ms.
Hunt

By: Nora Hajelsawi
Q: If you weren’t a counselor what other
career would you be?
A: I would be a licensed mental health
professional
Q: What college did you go to?
A:I graduated from Kent State and Carlow
University
Q:What is your dream vacation?
A: I love the water, so my dream vacation
would be to go to Victoria Falls. It is located
in South Africa, near the border between
Zimbabwe And Zambia. It sits in the middle
and it has black, obsidian rocks. I find that
quite peaceful and soothing.
Q: Who were your favorite influences as a
kid?
A: My favorite influences were my mother
and Maya Angelou. As a child, I read her
books and enjoyed them. I also had the
opportunity to read her poetry as a pre-teen.
Without a doubt, I enjoyed the hardworking
and beautiful ways of the 2 African
American females.
Q: Give us a quote about Maya Angelou, in
your words.
A: When I read her poems, I felt very
empowering and free. Maya Angelou’s
work was very eye-opening to what is going
on in society.
Q: Dream career?
A: A world traveler, I want to travel the
world and experience different cultures and
also taste every type of food there is.
Q:What impacts do you think you’ve had on
students?
A: Allowing them to choose what they want
to do and allow them to do what they want
to know. I feel that certain circumstances in
high school make the students feel
unambitious and I believe that no one stops
you, but you!
Q:Favorite color? Why?
A: Red. I was part of the Alpha Cappa
Alpha sorority in Kent State. During the
Alpha Omega Omega, which is a graduate
chapter, the color red made me feel very
excited and joyful!

BMX Bike Show
By: Courtney Bruno
On February 26th, students got to attend a
BMX Bike assembly that consisted of three
riders known as Cory, Keith, and Nick,
ranging between the ages of 20-30. The
bikers travel to high schools all the time to
show students the tricks they've learned over
the years, and how to bring your very best to
the table. One of the most repeated ideas was
having a positive attitude throughout every
situation you deal with, which may be some
of the best advice to give impressionable
teenagers.
Throughout the 2 hour show, the bikers
raced across the gym showing us different
flips and tricks, and even testing the bravery
of students and teachers. Four students laid
across the ground as one biker jumped over
all of them, and another bike jumped over
them with their bike! On top of that, Mr.Kipp
was the lucky teacher who sat on top of one
of their ramps and was jumped over by Nick.
The crowd enjoyed the entire show. If you
want to look into them move, look them up on
social media! Agnations BMX.

Daffodil Days are coming the week of
March 18, 2019! Daffodil Days is an
opportunity for everyone to join the American
Cancer Society in saving lives, celebrating
lives and leading the fight for a world without
cancer. Dollars raised through Daffodil Days
support groundbreaking research, patient
services, and other lifesaving programs.
Through the daffodil, the first flower of
spring, this campaign brings a symbol of hope
to cancer patients and those affected by the
disease.
*For a $10 donation, receive one bunch of
daffodils as a thank you
*For a $15 donation, receive potted minidaffodils as a thank you
*For a $25 donation, instead of receiving
flowers, you can support the Gift of Hope
program where volunteers deliver daffodils to
local hospitals.
*See Mrs. Fabyonic in room 219 if interested!
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Listening to Music in Class?
By Hayley Andraca

By Hayley Andraca
Aries-You might also have a hard time reaching
people you need to talk to. Don't be tempted to blow
your top. That won't accomplish anything.
Taurus--You might also have a hard time reaching
people you need to talk to. Don't be tempted to blow
your top. That won't accomplish anything.
Gemini-You might be a bit edgy emotionally and
more likely to overreact when other people quarrel or
machines break down. It might be a good idea to
analyze your dreams first thing in the morning so you
can learn from and release them.
Cancer-If the person you were supposed to meet
protests, avoid taking out your frustrations on him or
her. Make new arrangements.
Leo-Go for a workout or jog. The machines will be
fixed and the situation will pass. Hang in there.
Virgo-This is a temporary setback and not worth
stressing over. Don't give in to the temptation to lose
your temper.
Libra-Be honest with yourself and others. Keep your
perspective and you can be liberated to create a more
hopeful reality. Friends, partners, and the universe are
all listening and you have support. Overcome your
pride. Be kind and honest. Ask and be open to
receive.
Scorpio- You enter the year on a pensive note.
There’s a lot weighing on your mind, perhaps
difficult choices, but it needn’t be a painful process.
Take the time to clarify goals, and don’t focus on
your limitations.
Sagittarius-You’re older and wiser, but you needn’t
lose your passion or curiosity. Stay true to your
integrity and you needn’t worry about crossing
boundaries.
Capricorn--Stay calm and focused, call in a
technician, and enjoy the break from your routine.
Aquarius-Don't try to sign up for a class over the
phone or online today as it probably won't work.
Pisces-The planetary energies don't favor computers
or other forms of modern technology used in such
transactions, so wait a day or two.

Pictured above, School Police Officer Maddex

By Joe Mwete
Q: When did you become a police
officer?
A: February 2017

Do you think music should be allowed in
class? Deciding whether or not to allow
students to listen to music in the classroom is
a teacher's dilemma nowadays. There are
benefits to listening to music in class. For
example; research shows it reduces feelings of
stress and anxiety, helps regulate your
emotions, and improves concentration and ontask behavior. Also, music can be a reward if
you are doing your work. If you are not doing
work then you shouldn’t have the privilege of
listening to music. What do you think ?

Learning at Lunch

Q: What adversity did you face
becoming a female police officer?
A: A lot of a males said that it’s a male
dominate field an I would be too soft
on the suspects because of the feminine
aspects.
Q: Do you feel as a woman that you
are underestimated by students or
criminals ?
A: I’d have to say yes, because most
students don’t look as school people
officers as real cops & also my height
and gender are not frightening.
Q: What do you like most about your
career choice?
A: I want to help people. I enjoy
helping kids, ensuring they have a safe
environment to learn, and encouraging
them to strive to fulfill their dreams.

Being Recognized!
Please congratulate these
students for earning the most
"Bull shout-outs" this past
quarter.
Bull Shout-Out Winners:
(pistured, left to right) Roy
Blankenship,
Hamza
Zangana, Asia Carthorne,
George Cruz, Kaniesha
Jackson,
LJ
Flemister,
Savannah
Vidal,
and
Abdullah Muthana.

By Anthony Thurmood
At our school during lunch, there are
frequently guests from outside the school who
set up tables in the Commons area, sharing
opportunities from various communities
throughout our City. This week during lunch if
you heard the music playing, it was
compliments of The KRUNK Movement.
The KRUNK Movement is a youth “microenterprise” designed as a production company.
Students use the five elements of Hip-Hop to
communicate messages to peers about mental
and physical health while simultaneously
learning the basics of the music business
–- from creating to performing, thinking,
writing, music technology, and all of the inbetweens. With a strong focus on how to be a
professional artist in total control of their own
economy, the KRUNK Movement is a premier
program for the talented and developing high
school artist.
This is a great opportunity if you are
interested in the music business. The KRUNK
Movement program occurs Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday from 3 PM to 7 PM. To get
involved with The KRUNK Movement, email
krunkpgh@centeroflife.net.
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The Snowball Dance: Pros and
Cons
By:Emily Urbano

Pictured above, students enjoying themselves at
the annual Snowball Dance

BLACK HISTORY
MONTH ASSEMBLY
By Anthony Thurmond
Last week, Ms. Lee put together an
assembly to celebrate Black History
Month. The activity was sponsored by
the Brashear (BSU) Black Student
Union. During the assembly there was
dancing, poetry read by some of the
African American students, drumming,
and a guest speaker named Terrell
Thomas, a senior field organizer for the
ACLU of Pennsylvania. One of his main
objectives is working to reduce
Pennsylvania's
jail
and
prison
population, while combating racial
disparities in the criminal justice
system.
Mr. Thomas was energetic in his
presentation, urging the students in
attendance to take ownership of their
education, to not settle for 2nd best, and
to do everything in their power to get
knowledge in preparation for a better
future.
Thanks to Ms. Lee for all you do!
You are an inspiration for so many of
your students!

Have an idea for a story
for the school newspaper?
Feel free to submit
something to be printed.
Let us know in room 235!

This year, my date and I went to the Snowball
Dance. We did not stay very long. We decided
hanging out at my place and getting Chinese
food would be the better alternative. But before
we left we thought we would give it a chance
and wait it out for a few minutes. I said, “Let’s
see how this goes.” I mean we paid $20 to come
here. Fifteen minutes later, I eventually got
bored and told him “Yeah, we need to leave
now.”
I had heard from past seniors that the dance
was mostly filled with Freshman, but I thought I
would be open-minded and give it a try anyway.
I ended up not really liking the dance. Here is
how it could be improved:
First of all, if you’re going to a dance, you
should expect some slow dancing. This means
the music has to be appropriate to accommodate
this. When all that is played is rap it is
impossible to slow dance. Not everybody wants
to listen to rap all night. There should be a
variety of music choices to please the diverse
student body at Brashear.
In addition, it seemed like they didn’t take
song requests either. If you’re going to host a
dance, you need to play requests. I know I
wasn’t there very long but I did not see anywhere
or anyplace to request songs.
Thirdly, the decorations were not very
impressive. Maybe the school could arrange for
more student volunteers to help decorate next
year. Or do a fundraiser in the community to
help pay for decorations.
Fourth, I would have loved to have had some
hot appetizers or maybe even a dinner. We could
have done this cheaply, with donations from
local restaurants or from the district. I mean, the
dance did start at dinner time.
Now there are some very positive things
about the Snowball Dance. For one, it raised
money for the senior prom. All proceeds will go
to help make Prom a more special event.
The dance also provides a safe environment
for us to hang out in the Evening. I would like to
see more of these types of events for that reason.
I think the Snowball dance is a good idea, but
with a few adjustments it could be made a
wonderful event that raises even more money for
the senior class.

Top 10 Songs of February 2019:
By Pamela Tomassi
7 Rings by Ariana Grande
Happier by Marshmello & Bastille
Without Me by Halsey
Sunflower (Spider-Man: Into The SpiderVerse) by Post Malone & Swae Lee
Sicko Mode by Travis Scott
High Hopes by Panic! At The Disco
Thank U, Next by Ariana Grande
Middle Child by J. Cole
Wow. By Post Malone
Girls Like You by Maroon 5 Featuring Cardi B
Let us know what you think. Submit your
picks for the Top 10 Songs to be published in
the March Issue of The Bull Pen.
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2020 CENSUS
Every ten years, the U.S. Census Bureau
undertakes a mammoth task: tallying up all
the people living in the United States and
recording basic information such as age, sex,
and race. The Founding Fathers thought this
data, called the Census, was so important they
mandated it as part of the Constitution.
The first US Census was in 1790, with a
total of 4 million people living here at the
time. The 2020 United States Census, known
as Census 2020, will be the twenty-fourth
United States Census. National Census Day,
the reference day used for the census, will be
April 1, 2020.
The U.S. Census counts every resident in
the United States. It is mandated by Article I,
Section 2 of the Constitution and takes place
every 10 years. ... The next Census in 2020
will require counting an increasingly diverse
and growing population of around 330 million
people, in more than 140 million housing
units. In 2020, the United States population is
projected to be 333,546,000, an 8.03%
increase from the 2010 Census.
The data collected will determine the
number of seats each state has in the U.S.
House of Representatives (a process called
apportionment) and is also used to distribute
billions in federal funds to local communities.
The information collected includes data
on age, gender, country of origin, year of
immigration,
marital
status,
housing
conditions, marriage, number of children,
education, employment, traveling habits, etc.
The 2020 census could be the first in
which most Americans are counted over the
internet. In fact, if all goes as planned, the
Census Bureau won’t even send paper
questionnaires to most households.
The bureau’s goal is that 55% of the U.S.
population will respond online using
computers, mobile phones or other devices. It
will mark the first time (apart from a small
share of households in 2000) that any
Americans will file their own census
responses online. This shift toward online
response is one of a number of technological
innovations planned for the 2020 census,
according to the agency’s recently released
operational plan. The plan reflects the results
of testing so far, but it could be changed based
on future research, congressional reaction or
other developments.
American households will began receiving
Census forms sent out by the federal
government. Each envelope says, “Your
response is required by law.” ... Under Title
13 of the U.S. Code, you can be fined up to
$100 for refusing to complete a census form
and $500 for answering questions falsely.
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The Day I Met a Really
Important Person

Veteran Teacher of the MonthMr. Ciamacco

By: Destanie Dillard

By: Nora Hajelsawi
Q: How do you empower your coworkers to
be leaders?
A: I would tell them to believe that they
can empower students.
Q: Describe yourself in 5 traits?
A:
Compassionate,
motivated,
adventurous, kind & strong
Q: Recall a time you made an unpopular
decision. What was the reaction? How did
you handle it?
A: I was a director of a program of a
Group Home, I think when we had an
unpopular decision you have to think of if
it's in the best interest of the program
and you have to think of why it’s the best
interest and the benefits.
Q: What are the strengths of this school?
A: I worked for Sto-Rox and this school is
bigger. I think the restorative practices
and the circling builds relationships with
the students and teacher.
Q: How would you advise new teachers
during their first year on the job in the
science department?
A: Embrace everyday as a new day.
Don’t be afraid to challenge yourself and
push your students to overcome a
challenge they thought they could never
do.

I don't remember what the weather was like, I
am not even certain of what day it was, but I do
remember meeting him. It was my 9th grade
year and I was sitting in health 1, listening to
an EMT talk about CPR. They were
demonstrating the technique when my teacher
said, "oh Destanie this is Mr. Browne." I saw a
tall handsome older man with glasses and a
black sweater standing in front of me. We
went outside the classroom to talk because it
was too loud inside and Mr. Browne talked to
me about GSA and the LGBT+.
My
impression of him while we were talking was
that he seemed very passionate about the topic.
He asked how I identified. When I said I'm
Asexual he said, "there was a girl who
graduated a couple years ago, she identified as
Asexual." When we got done talking I was
happier and felt like I made a new friend. Later
that year, I entered foster care. It was at that
point, all I could think about was getting back
to Brashear so I could see Mr. Browne again.
Mr. Browne, if you are reading this, I am glad I
met you.

By Joe Macioszek
1. Why did you get into teaching?
"My uncle Donnie was a teacher and was a
big influence on my decision. Plus, I liked
the idea of being off in the summer."
2.
What do you enjoy most about
teaching?
"I enjoy teaching P.E. because I love the
competition of sport.
It shows the
character of an individual or team. I have
the desire to help kids learn healthy habits
that will benefit them later in life."
3. How long have you been a teacher?
"This is my 31st year in the P.P.S. I was
hired at Gladstone Middle School in the
early '90s. I transferred to Brashear in
1999.
Seven Superintendents, eight
principals, and thousands of kids later, I'm
getting close!"
4. If you have one, what year was your
favorite?
"When I was first hired at Gladstone
Middle School, they were good years. The
staff was so good. Brashear was good
when I transferred, because of the faculty.
That's when I met Mr. Aleva, and a former
teacher, Wayne Narone. Wayne was a
mentor to the both of us. We had fun!"
5. If you weren't a teacher, what would you
be doing?
"I went to school to play baseball and
study forensic science. Or, I may just be
driving a FedEx delivery truck."
6. What do you want to do in retirement?
"The best thing about retirement is not
having any plans!"
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Last Lap
By: Lilian Hollabaugh
The Brashear Swim Team's season has sadly
come to an end. We are thankful for the
support from everyone and we will all miss the
team, and we can’t wait to be back next fall.
We had a very successful season with our
close-knit team. With a total of 8 boys and 6
girls; we had a relatively small team.
Regardless, we had a great season with
everyone being very committed and hard
working. We won half the meets of our season
and took 2nd place in a few others. We lost
four seniors this year Sam Roberto, Tyler
Becher, Shane Smith, and Harrison Mayer and
they will be deeply missed, all of them where
great swimmers and great teammates. We hope
to gain more recruits for the team next year.
We would like to thank our coaches for diving
in and taking on our team and for putting all
they had into making us the best we could be.
Thank you for a amazing season!

Bulls On The Run !!
By Joe Mwete
Brashear Wrestling journeys East to
compete in the PIAA Northwest Regional
Qualifying Wrestling Tournament at
Altoona High School, startng this Friday
March 1-2.
Top Row L to R: Harrison Mayer, Coleman
Connelly
2nd Row L to R: Kenny Gunia, Shane
Smith, Ali Harville
3rd Row L to R: Sydney Calhoun, Katie
Moses, Kehinde Lawall, Sam Roberto
4th Row L to R: Lilian & Teagan
Hollabaugh
5th Row L to R: Coach Perfetti & Coach
Schearing

Student Athletic Trainers

Brashear has 2 wrestlers who have
qualified for this tournament, Seniors Asor
Nasrittinov & Joe Mwete. They both look
to advance to Hershey (States)
this
weekend, entering with a lot of confidence!
Joe received the 3rd seed, which is a
good look for his bracket. Asror wasn’t
seeded, but looks to fight though his
bracket to place at this difficult tourney.
The ultimate goal is placing top 3 in
Altoona and earning a trip to STATES in
Hershey, PA. In the history of City League
wrestling (since 1988), Only 5-6 City
League wrestlers have ever made that
trip... .
Wish them good luck if you see them !!!

Pictured above: Senior Recognition Night

Pictured above, l to r: Brooklyn Herrera, Tyonna
Walker, Leon Blair & Mikayla Koch

Pictured above, Joey Mwete, who qualified
for STATES in Hershey, Pa, March 6-9.

